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HOW TO CREATE AN IDEAL
B2B CLIENT AVATAR

GETTING SUPER CLEAR HAS
HIDDEN BENEFITS
Knowing exactly who your Ideal Client is and what

motivates them can make your job of attracting them to

you so much easier.  In fact, when you finish this

worksheet, you will not only know exactly who you are

targeting as hidden benefits you will know what type of

content will appeal to them and where they are hanging

out online so you can be laser-focused in your marketing.

 

There is nothing more exhausting than trying to be all

things to all people.  The truth of the matter is that not

everyone is your customer, no matter how much you want

them to be…and that’s okay.  So rather than wasting time

and energy trying to convince those who aren’t interested

to like you and your product or service, spend that time

attracting and serving those who are hungry for what you

have to offer.

 

In this worksheet we will be focusing on creating a

business-to-business client avatar which can be quite

different to a business-to-consumer client avatar.

WHAT YOU'LL
LEARN:

Benefits Of Having A
Client Avatar
Brainstorming Tips
What To Include In Your
Avatar
How To Easily Research
What Motivates Your
Ideal Client



TIME TO BRAINSTORM
Think about the product or service that you want to sell…if

it is a new product or service and you haven’t yet made

any sales ask yourself who would it appeal to?  Do a brain-

dump of all the things that come to mind no matter if it

seems crazy at the time or not, don’t edit, just write!

 

If it is an existing product or service and you have made

several sales already, think about who those customers

are – which customers are the ones that are ‘dream

clients’ that you would like to attract more of and what are

their characteristics.  Write down as much as you can

remember about those dream clients.

 

A great tip is to brainstorm this
with your team or if you are a solo
entrepreneur, invite some friends
around and do a group
brainstorm with a whiteboard or
some butcher’s paper and pens.
 Remember not to edit the
brainstorm at this point.

Typically, are they male or

female?

 

How old are they?  (you can do

an age range for example:

between 40 to 55 years old)

 

Are they a business

owner/entrepreneur or

employed?

 

What is their title? (ie:  Director /

VP of Marketing / Business

Development Manager)

 

What type of education do they

have?  

 

Are they a member of any Alumni

Groups on LinkedIn?

 

Where are they located?

 

What is their company size?

 

What is their company’s annual

revenue?

 

What industry/industries does

your ideal client typically work

in?  (ie:  manufacturing /

healthcare / hospitality)

 

Where do they hang out online?

(ie:  LinkedIn, Facebook,

WhatsApp, Twitter, Email,

Instagram?)

 

What type of books or magazines

do they read?

 

What are their favourite

websites/blogs/podcasts and why

do they like them?

 

Who inspires them – what

Influencers do they follow on

LinkedIn?

 

What LinkedIn Groups are they a

member of?

 

Beside will give you some structure to help brainstorm

your ideal B2B client avatar (from here on we’ll use ICA to

abbreviate).   

 

Answer the questions while keeping in mind the ICA you

want to attract.

DEMOGRAPHICS
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This one is a big one…what is their biggest pain

point or frustration (that you can help them

resolve) that keeps them up at night?

A trigger is an event or happening that will

propel them to take action to resolve a problem

that they have.  For example, a trigger could be

that they lost a big client and need to replace

that lost revenue in their business quickly.  List 3

or 4 things that could potentially trigger your ICA

to take action to resolve a problem.

WHAT DO THEY PRESENT WITH?

TRIGGERS

We need to know what it is costing your ICA financially, mentally, physically, emotionally and even

spiritually (ie:  peace of mind, their state of zen or lack thereof)

WHAT IS IT COSTING THEM TO HAVE THIS PROBLEM?

Financially

Mentally

Physically

Emotionally

When answering the following four questions consider not only your ICA’s emotions regarding your

product or service, also consider what the outcomes are that they want.  List up to 10 answers for each

of these four questions.

EMOTIONAL DRIVERS

What do they want?

What do they need?

What are their fears?

What are their frustrations?

RESEARCH, RESEARCH, RESEARCH
The key to having a rock-solid Client Avatar is to do spend some time doing quality research.  There is

so much information you can find through sites like Google, LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter.  Another

option is to call past customers who match your ICA or people you have identified as your ICA.

 

Here are some tips for researching some of the above questions.
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If you have an existing client who fits the profile of your ICA LinkedIn is a wealth of information from their

Title to Industry, Education and more.  Here’s some research you may not be aware of: go to their profile

on LinkedIn and scroll right to the very bottom of their profile where you will find the Interests section (see

image below)

LINKEDIN RESEARCH

EMOTIONAL DRIVERS

Click on See all and it will break their Interests in to different categories such as Influencers, Companies,

Groups, Schools (see image below)
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The Influencers are the people your ICA follows and finds inspirational, likewise with the Companies tab.

The Groups tab show what LinkedIn Groups your ICA is a member of – this can give you a clue as to where

other ICA’s may be hanging out as well.

 

Lastly, make sure you check out their Recent Activity section of their LinkedIn profile…this will show you

what they have been posting on LinkedIn as well as what they have liked, commented or shared on

LinkedIn and can also give some insight into their interests or what motivates them.

TWITTER RESEARCH

EMOTIONAL DRIVERS

Twitter is definitely a place where people express their views and opinions so it can be a great place to

discover what makes your ICA tick.  Like LinkedIn and Facebook for that matter it’s a great place to see

what your ICA is posting about.  Do a quick scan of their profile and posts and make any relevant notes.

FACEBOOK RESEARCH

It’s always worth doing some research of your ICA’s on Facebook as well.  People often share a lot of

information about their interests on Facebook, so it’s worth checking out.  I’m going to share with you how

to find out what Books your ICA reads.  

 

Go to your ICA’s profile on Facebook and beneath their Cover Image you’ll see a toolbar – click on the

MORE tab and a dropdown menu will appear (see image below – apologies for the grainyness of this shot)
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Click on Books from the dropdown menu – if they have listed any books you will find them here (see image

below)

The key is to not just research one ICA profile but a 10 to20 of them to get a good cross-section of

information.

 

Another great tip on Facebook is to research Facebook Groups where your ICA may be hanging out.

 

For example when researching for a product targeted to female entrepreneurs, I joined 25 female

entrepreneur groups on Facebook and scanned through hundreds of posts to discover what were the

big themes that kept showing up in the posts (what did they need help with, what did they engage with

the most, what questions did they ask etc).  Our research showed up the following results:

MOST COMMON POSTS 
(TOPICS COVERED)

Positivity – General

Positivity - Keep Going & Don’t Stop

Moving Towards Your Goals

Being Grateful

Defining Your Goals

Work Life Balance / Choose Your Lifestyle

Rediscovering Your Purpose

CONVERSATIONS 
(COMMON QUESTIONS)

Having Clarity in Your Business 

What Motives or Drives you as a

business owner

Business Tips – sharing all types of

quick tips and hints.

WHAT PEOPLE WOULD LIKE MORE OF?

Pre-recorded info/training

Behind the scenes and sharing what you’re up to as

an entrepreneur

Weekly videos - motivation

Interviews with other key persons on influence for

business
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Doing the Group research will help you answer the questions around what your ICA’s fears, wants, needs

and frustrations are.  These also become great topics for you to create content around.

 

By the way, you can also do this kind of research on Google looking for FORUM’s where your ICA may

also be hanging out.

GOOGLE RESEARCH

My friend Julie Lewin is always telling me that I should teach a class in how to research using Google

because I always get such great results.  Well, I’m going to share with you a couple of tips that help me

get these great results but also what I’ve noticed that most people DON’T do when researching.

 

The biggest tip is to use long-tail searches.  What most people do is just Google a keyword or two and

that will get very broad search results that are not particularly targeted to the question you really are

wanting answers for.

So if we use the example above on female entrepreneurs, I would start researching with a phrase such as

‘research on women entrepreneurs in Australia’ which netted these results:
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The 5th result you see in the above screenshot had a 51 page report that gave quite a lot of insight into

the struggles and challenges of a female entrepreneur in Australia from a qualified source.

 

Don’t be shy about searching Google, it can reveal some fantastic information with just a little bit of

digging.  

 

Make sure you do question-type searches as well such as what are the biggest challenges for female

entrepreneurs?  Read articles that come up in the search results, take lots of notes and you’ll start to

compile a great dossier on your ICA.

 

Final tip when researching is to try different keywords.  So instead of using female entrepreneur you

could use women entrepreneur, women in business, businesswomen, etc.

HASHTAG RESEARCH

With so much content being uploaded on social media platforms, Hashtags have become an important

way to categorise your content so it can be indexed by the social network and found more easily by your

ICAs.  Remember that everytime you use a hashtag your post will appear in the feed of that hashtag as

well.

 

Hashtags can also give you an idea of what keywords are popular and also what keywords that are

trending.

 

You can use tools like                   or                                                 or you can do a little manual

research on the social network your ICA is most likely to hang out on.  In fact Tailwind have a terrific 

A B2B CLIENT AVATAR EXAMPLE
To help you really get a great understanding of how this all pulls together I’ve provided a Client Avatar

Example below.   

 

In this example, Jenny Bloggs is a fast-track business coach target who is targeting women

entrepreneurs who need to get results quickly and are action-takers…here is Jenny’s Ideal B2B Client

Avatar:

 

ICA’s Biggest Pain Point

Having been in business for a few years, this ICA is struggling across the board.  She feels like she has

all the jigsaw pieces but doesn’t know how to pull them together cohesively.  It has affected her

confidence and she needs solid guidance from someone she trusts to show her the way forward.

DEMOGRAPHICS

Women

Aged between 33 and 55 years old

Married with children

Entrepreneur – works alone but may have a VA

Education – haven’t necessarily done any tertiary education but have taken a lot of short

courses or workshops on a variety of topics related to what she does as well as business-

related topics

Hashtagify Tailwind’s Hashtag Finder 2.0

                                             you can download that will help you find the relevant Hashtags for your

posts that you can use across all social media.

Instagram Hashtag Strategy
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WHAT DO THEY NEED?

They have a big vision for the impact they want to create and need a PLAN how to get there

They need leads

They need sales

They need cashflow

They need a team

They need clarity around their product/service or packaging

They need strategy

They need structure

They need systems & processes

Located worldwide – focus on UK, USA, AU

Annual revenue is below $100k

They read books like Get Rich Lucky Bitch / She Means Business / #Girlboss

They listen to podcasts like Glambition Radio with Ali Brown

They are inspired by Oprah / Rachel Hollis / Sheryl Sandberg / Arianna Huffington

Often start business with less than $10k in capital and most often it’s borrowed from

family/friends

They are triggered because they are not making as much headway as they wanted, they have

given themselves a deadline to get certain results and time is running out.

It’s costing them financial stress which is affecting their relationship with their husband who

while supportive is encouraging them to start looking for a job.  They aren’t ready to give up

but they are feeling frustrated at themselves and they are mentally and physically tired.

INDUSTRY

Health & Wellness

Coaching

Consulting

Professional Services

Information / Online marketing

Consumer-oriented businesses

WHAT DO THEY WANT?

They want to make a DIFFERENCE in the world

They want to be BIGGER and BOLDER

They want a 6-figure or multiple 6-figure business

They want freedom to do what they LOVE

They want a LIFESTYLE BUSINESS

They are hungry for more meaning, more impact, more income, more freedom and more fun

They want to be recognised for their value and not treated like a second-class citizen

To be more visible

A tribe of supportive women who are on the same journey and can empower them
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WHAT ARE THEIR FRUSTRATIONS?

Not making enough money

Not closing enough sales

Not generating enough leads

Not charging what they are worth

Not articulating their message clearly and confidently so that it resonates with their ideal

market

Not living the life of their dreams

Not sure what is possible

Not having enough time in the day to juggle everything on their plate

Not sure about new technologies and how to use them effectively

Not being focused – easily distracted by BSO’s

Feeling exhausted and burnt-out

WHAT ARE THEIR FEARS?

They will be seen as an IMPOSTER / FRAUD

That other’s won’t like them

That they will disappoint or let down their family / husband / partner

That they will fail

That they will succeed

That no-one will buy their services/products and if they do that they will find them sub-par

That they will not make an impact/difference

That they will end up in more debt than before

FINAL THOUGHTS

When creating an ideal b2b client avatar you really want to dig deep and find out what motivates them.

 A bit of time spent doing this exercise will make a massive difference to your marketing across the

board – from how you write your website, to your emails, your social media posts and more.  This ideal

client avatar will become a cornerstone document for your business to refer back to again and again.

 

Remember, research is critical.  Take time to do some of the suggested searches and see if there are

any reports or surveys that have been done on your ideal target market.  Search for Facebook or

LinkedIn groups where your ideal target market may be hanging out and review the types of posts that

are in there.  As much as possible put your feet in their shoes and think about what they would be

feeling…perhaps you already know as you’ve walked the path ahead of them…so write it all down.

CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD YOUR FILL-IN-THE-
BLANKS CLIENT AVATAR WORKSHEET NOW!
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